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INTRODUCTION
Natura is a two-generation family business that produces ecological cotton products.
For the last two decades our offer has gradually grown, and we are proud to say that today it
includes several dozen products made of 100% natural and dyed cotton. Our products take on
a range of shapes, sizes and colours. Whether you are looking for cotton tote bags, pouches,
beach bags, zip bags, aprons, backpacks, tea towels, wedding favours or sailor bags, Natura is
the place to contact.
Our company is located in a beautiful old city called Slupsk, in the northern part of Poland,
Pomerania. The company employs about 50 people and have a modern machine park, where
we can cut, sew and print on fabrics. Natura is constantly developing, striving for perfection and
making every effort to ensure that our products remain top of the class and are enjoyed by the
users. From the very beginning we have gained new customers by offering competitive prices,
outstanding quality of our work, short lead time and the flexibility of the offer. To this day, these
are our strongest assets. We welcome you to check our offer.

__________

If you cannot find the product you are looking for in our catalogue, please get in touch with our
sales team at sales@natura.eco All our products are made according to clients specification
and we are sure our sales specialists will be able to support you with your order.
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1. COTTON BAGS
1.1 Flat Cotton Bags
Flat Cotton Bag
Multifunctional and eco-friendly, this Flat Tote
is an excellent choice for promoting your brand
at trade fairs, conferences, and events, or to
sell as a fashion accessory in retail stores.
Upgrade your bag to make it oversize or add
an inside pocket to really maximize this bag’s
potential.
Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)

Flat Conference Bag

Small version of flat cotton bag, perfect as a
give-away bag at events, conferences, or
promotion of beauty products. It can store
conference or promotional materials up to A4
format: leaflets, pens, brochures, water bottle,
snacks etc.
Our conference bags also work well as a lunch
bag or goodie bag at parties.
Specifications:
Size: 25 x 35cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)
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Cotton Bag Shopping Elegant

Flat Cotton Bag where handles and body of the
bag is cut from the same piece of fabric. With
its stylish and elegant look, this model can
accommodate high-end fashion or beauty
products, lunch box for school or work, or
gadgets at promotion campaigns.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 33cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles: 38cm

Flat Cotton Bag with One Handle

Flat Cotton Bag with one handle sewn in on two
opposite sides. Great bag model for festivals or
outdoor events. Thanks to its standard size and
cross-body type it is favoured by city cyclists
and those that prefer to have their hands free.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
1 Handle
4x 70cm sewn in on the opposite sides of the
bag
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Two - coloured Flat Cotton Bag Type I

Two-coloured variation of the Flat Cotton Bag.
In this model fabric on the front of the bag is
different to the one at the back.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)

Two - coloured Flat Cotton Bag Type II

Two-coloured variation of the Flat Cotton Bag.
This model is sewn from 3 elements: front,
back and bottom panel. Each of the element
can be made from a different fabric colour.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)
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Cotton Bag with Base Gusset & Two Sets of Handles

For those clients that value functionality
we present cotton bag with base gusset
and two sets of handles- both long and
short.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) & short (2.5 x 33cm)
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1.2 Cotton bags with Base Gusset

Cotton Bag with Base Gusset

Flat bag with additional bottom panel
which gives this extra space always
needed by shoppers of all types.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Base Gusset: 10cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)

Cotton Cross-Body Bag with Base Gusset

This spacious Cross-Body Bag with base
gusset and long handle is ideal to fit all
your valuables when you run your
errands.

Specifications:
Size: 46 x 40cm (+/- 1cm)
Base Gusset: 12cm
1 Handle
15 x 90cm narrowing to the top
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Cotton Cross-Body Bag with Base Gusset Type II

The only change in this model is that
Type II has different handle colour. Small
change big difference.

Specifications:
Size: 46 x 40cm (+/- 1cm)
Base Gusset: 12cm
1 Handle
15 x 90cm narrowing to the top
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1.3 Cotton bags with Full Gusset

Cotton Bag with Full Gusset - Pressed
Roomy shopping bag that works best as
a promotional bag with brand logo.
Sides and bottom panel are pressed to
keep the bag’s shape. Many companies
opt in for this model as its functionality
ensures the final customer will re-use it
for a long time.
Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 10cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)

Cotton Bag with Full Gusset- Stitched

Sturdy, with large capacity and durability
thanks to the 10cm side and base
gusset. Perfect advertising medium
guaranteed to be reused by the final
customer for years to come. Extra
stitching on side edges gives the bag a
more elegant look.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/- 1cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 10cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)
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Cotton Bag with Full Gusset & One Handle - Duchy

Cotton bag with sides and bottom panel
and one handle sewn into the sides of the
bag. Roomy and practical.

Specifications:
Size: 46 x 36cm (+/- 1cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 8cm
1 Handle:
8 x 70cm sewn into the sides of the bag

Cotton Bag Lublin

This spacious Cross-Body Bag with base
gusset and long handle is ideal to fit all
your valuables when you run your
errands.
It’s a unique model where base gusset,
sides and handle are made from one
piece of fabric.

Specifications:
Size: 36 x 40cm (+/- 1cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 6cm
1 Handle
6cm x 90cm
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1.4 Horizontal Cotton Bags

Beach Bag

Our beach bags are larger versions of
the standard tote bags with full gusset.
You can personalise this bag by
specifying what size you would like it to
be, choose fabric colour, add pockets or
type and length of the handles. We do
offer 100% cotton rope made from the
same fabric as the bag, which looks truly
fantastic.
Specifications:
Size: 60 x 40cm (+/- 1cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 16cm
Handles:
4cm x 60cm

Sports Bag

Our sports bag is ideal to take to the gym,
swimming pool or yoga class. It is very
spacious, has a zipper and you may add
a pocket or two to make it even more
functional. The size of the bag is only
limited by your needs and creativity.

Specifications:
Size: 42 cm x 32cm (+/-1 cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 14cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)
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Cotton Bag with Full Gusset – gusset sewn in separetely

This three-panel bag thanks to its sides
and bottom panel being sewn in
separately, provides four available areas
to print on- front, back, sides and base of
the bag. It works best as a shopping bag
with brand logo.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/-1 cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 10cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)

Cotton Bag with Full Gusset – gusset sewn in separately Type II

A variation of the model presented
above. Sides, bottom panel, front and
back of the bag can be made from a
different fabric colour. This tote gives you
the opportunity to use the most of the
available printing space.

Specifications:
Size: 38 x 41cm (+/-1 cm)
Side and Base Gusset: 10cm
Handles:
Long (2.5 x 63cm) or short (2.5 x 33cm)
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1.5 Cotton Bottle Bags

1-Bottle Cotton Bag
These classy and roomy bottle bags are
a fantastic alternative for their paper or
plastic counterparts. Our bottle bags
make a perfect billboard for your logo
and are a must-have accessory for any
delicatessen, brewery, or winery.
Choose from 1,2,4 and 6 bottle bags to
make an elegant and lasting impression
at your next event!
Specifications:
Size: 15 x 37 cm (+/-1 cm)
Handles: 2.5 x 28 cm

2-Bottle Cotton Bag

2-Bottle bags are stitched on sides, have
a divider and an extra lined layer in the
base gusset to make sure your bottles
are safe and don’t make any
unnecessary sound.
Specifications:
Size: 16 x 33cm (+/-1 cm)
Handles: 2.5 x 30cm
Sides and bottom panel: 8 cm
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4-Bottle Cotton Bag
4-Bottle bags are stitched on sides and
have a divider and an extra lined layer in
the base gusset to make sure your
bottles are safe and don’t make any
unnecessary sound.
Specifications:
Size: 20 x 33cm (+/-1 cm)
Handles: 2.5 x 30cm
Sides and bottom panel: 16 cm

6-Bottle Cotton Bag

6-Bottle bags are stitched on sides and
have a divider and an extra lined layer in
the base gusset to make sure your
bottles are safe and don’t make any
unnecessary sound.
Specifications:
Size: 24 x 33cm (+/-1 cm)
Handles: 2.5 x 30cm
Sides and bottom panel: 20 cm
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2. COTTON DRAWSTRING BAGS
Rustic Drawstring Bag
Rustic drawstring bag is a great way of
wrapping and storing any products, from
cosmetics to fruits and vegetables. The
fabrics we use are 100% cotton and are
thick enough to prevent see through.
They are reusable and washable and are
OEKO-TEX and GOTS certified.
This model has a rustic feel thanks to the
retro looking collar and the cotton strings
on both sides of the bag.
We offer a wide range of drawstring bags
sizes. Please see the sizes and our
usage recommendations on the last
page of this section.

Drawstring Bag Margot

This bag does not have a collar, hem is
finished with overlock, and the string is
sewn to the side of the bag- thus it allows
you to tie the string around the bag by
yourself. Drawstring Bag Margot is
perfect if you are looking for the shabby
chic or rustic look and works perfectly as
a bag for wedding favours.
We offer a wide range of drawstring bags
sizes. Please see the sizes and our
usage recommendations on the last
page of this section.
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Drawstring Bag Clara

Drawstring bag Clara is a model without
a collar and strings. The opening of the
bag is finished with circa 1 cm pleat
which makes it more elegant and just
asks to roll it down. Clara looks incredible
as a flowerpot cover and is popular
among our clients that sell spices.

We offer a wide range of drawstring
bags sizes. Please see the sizes and
our usage recommendations below.

Drawstring Bag Grovitana

The only difference between Drawstring
bag Clara and Grovitana is that
Grovitana hem is finished with overlock
stitching rather than with a pleat.
Grovitana works well as a storage bag for
spices, nuts, fruits and vegetables or a
unique flowerpot cover.
We offer a wide range of drawstring bags
sizes. Please see the sizes and our
usage recommendations below.
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Drawstring Bag Amica Type I

Amica Type I is a drawstring bag without
a collar. The strings on both sides go
through a 2cm tunnel just at the edge of
the bag opening.
Perfect drawstring bag for wrapping
exclusive jewelry and premium products.
We offer a wide range of drawstring
bags sizes. Please see the sizes and
our usage recommendations below.

Drawstring Bag Amica Type II

Amica II differs slightly from the Amica I,
as the string is only on one side.
Both of Amica types work well as a
packaging for literally any product
starting from fruits and vegetables,
organic products, jewelry, screws, shoes,
bedding and finishing at sports, beauty
and automotive equipment.
We offer a wide range of drawstring bags
sizes. Please see the sizes and our
usage recommendations below.
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One size does not fill all - drawstring bag size recommendations:

8 x 12 cm - cotton drawstring bag perfect for tiny items.

10x 15 cm - perfect as a wedding favour or jewelry.

20 x 25 cm - universal size, great for wrapping baby products,
cosmetics, etc.

30 x 45 cm - fantastic bag for storing and selling bakery good,
fruits and vegetables.

40 x 50 cm - perfect for packaging clothing.

50 x 75 cm - works best in the hotel or a laundry industry.

68 x 112 cm – great large sack for storing sports or automotive
equipment, linen, or duvets.
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3. OTHER COTTON PRODUCTS
3.1 Cotton Zip Bags
Flat Cotton Zip Bag

Same as cotton tote bags and drawstring
bags our cotton zip bags works well with
any product. They are ideal for storing
small items such as makeup products or
sunglasses and work well as part of a gift
pack.
Specifications:
Size: 15 x 10cm
Plastic zip (natural, white, red, rose pink,
black)
Lining: it can be either with or without
lining.

Cotton Zip Bag with Base Gusset

Cotton zip bags with base gusset would
be a great addition to any brand line.
They can hold everything from makeup
to school supplies, are ideal for holding
small items in your carry-on luggage and/
or make a great giveaway gift. Trendy
and useful, this product will be a favourite
among your clients. Consider pairing
them with your tote bags.
Specifications:
Size: 22 x 13 x 6cm
Plastic zip (natural, white, red, rose pink,
black)
Lining: made from 145 gsm fabric.
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3.2 Cotton Drawstring Backpacks

Cotton Drawstring Backpack

Drawstring backpacks are a functional
and spacious cotton alternative for
individuals that value comfort. They are
an excellent choice for hands-free
promotional product. The wide printing
area provides plenty of space for your
logo or message without compromising
on an arm space. Throw it on your back
and take it everywhere with you.

Cotton Sailor Bags

A timeless classic. Go beyond the tote
and drawstring backpacks and try these
drawtop backpack, commonly called
Sailor Bag. They’ve got handles and a
rope that adjust the closure of the bag
and have plenty of space to print on. If
this is something you are interested in,
get in touch with us. We’d love to make
this product for you.
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3.3 Cotton Aprons

Cotton Aprons for Adults
Our aprons are convenient, simple and
comfortable. They are a necessity for
bakeries and restaurants, farmer
markets and artists.
They are durable and stylish. Add a
functional front pocket and a logo, to
make it extra special and functional. Half
aprons are also available.
Specifications:
Size: 57 x 74cm
Neck Loop and Waist Ties: 1.5 cm width
Metal eyelets
Pocket: with or without pocket 29 x 22
cm

Cotton Aprons for Children

Natura also offers smaller cotton aprons
made especially for children. Add a
functional pocket, and adjustable neck
loop to make it more comfortable for the
little ones.
Specifications:
Size: 36 x 55cm
Neck Loop and Waist Ties: 1.5 cm
Metal eyelets
Pocket: with or without pocket 18 x 14 cm
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3.4

Double Layer Face Masks

Cotton Face Masks
Double layer, reusable and washable
100% cotton face masks. They can be
produced with or without filter pocket.
Fabric is OEKO-TEX certified.
Specifications:
Size: 18 x 10cm
Outer fabric: 130 gsm 100 %cotton
Inner fabric: 130 gsm 100 % cotton
Soft stretching ear loops
Please note that masks are NOT medical
masks and they have NO special medical
filters.

3.5 Cotton T-shirts

Women, Men and Children T-shirts

Fitted T-shorts with short sleeves made
from 100 % cotton.
Specifications:
Fabric: 100% cotton 150 or 180 gsm
Size: different sizes available
Colours: different colours available
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3.6

Cotton Bandanas
Cotton Bandana / Tea Towels
Our offer also includes cotton bandanas
and tea towels. Both products can have
either square or triangle shape, and we
have a wide range of fabrics available. All
you have to do is to tell us what fabric and
size you like your bandana or tea towel
would to have, we will take care of the
rest.

3.7

Cotton Cushion Covers

Cotton Cushion Covers

Cushion covers are a necessity at
anyone's home. New covers are
always eye-pleasing and can change
the entire look of the room. Choose a
fabric from our fabric range or send
us yours and we would be happy to
bring your idea into reality. We also
offer customised print and free
project visualisation.
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Interested in any product you have seen in this catalogue?

Please get in touch with our sales team at sales@natura.eco, we would be more than happy to
work with you.
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